High prevalence of red blood cell alloimmunization in sickle cell disease despite transfusion from Rh-matched minority donors.
Red blood cell (RBC) transfusion is a key treatment of patients with sickle cell disease (SCD) but remains complicated by RBC immunization. In the present study, we evaluated the effects of antigen matching for Rh D, C, and E, and K and transfusion from African American donors in 182 patients with SCD. Overall, 71 (58%) chronic and 9 (15%) episodically transfused patients were alloimmunized. Fifty-five (45%) chronic and 7 (12%) episodically transfused patients were Rh immunized. Of 146 antibodies identified, 91 were unexplained Rh antibodies, one-third of which were associated with laboratory evidence of delayed transfusion reactions. Fifty-six antibodies occurred in patients whose RBCs were phenotypically positive for the corresponding Rh antigen and 35 in patients whose RBCs lacked the antigen and were transfused with Rh-matched RBCs. High-resolution RH genotyping revealed variant alleles in 87% of individuals. These data describe the prevalence of Rh alloimmunization in patients with SCD transfused with phenotypic Rh-matched African American RBCs. Our results suggest that altered RH alleles in both the patients and in the donors contributed to Rh alloimmunization in this study. Whether RH genotyping of patients and minority donors will reduce Rh alloimmunization in SCD needs to be examined.